Procedure for Modification of Firm Point-to-Point Service
on a Non-Firm Basis
A Transmission Customer taking firm point-to-point transmission service may request that TVA
provide transmission service on a non-firm basis over points of receipt and points of delivery
other than those specified in the original reservation (secondary receipt and delivery points) at
no additional cost. This non-firm service is provided on an as-available basis and will not
displace any firm or non-firm service reserved or scheduled. The Transmission Customer shall
retain its right to schedule firm point-to-point service on the path specified in its original
reservation. Any request submitted in accordance with Section 22.1 (Modifications on a NonFirm Basis) of the TVA Transmission Service Guidelines (Guidelines) must also meet the
following requirements:
1. The new modified request must be submitted on a NON-FIRM basis on OASIS.
2. The request type of the new modified request must be REDIRECT or it will be
considered invalid.
3. The new modified request must include the OASIS number of the original
reservation in the related reference field or it will be considered invalid.
4. The new modified request may include changes to POR, POD, Source, and/or Sink
consistent with applicable provisions of Attachment J of the Guidelines.
5. The new modified request may be for all or a portion of the original requested
capacity and/or term of service.
6. The new modified request must match an existing type of non-firm point-to-point
service over secondary receipt and delivery points (including start and end time
requirements and early and late submission deadlines) or it will be considered
invalid. For example, an existing firm monthly reservation can be modified only on
an hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly non-firm basis.
7. If a short-term firm reservation is modified for a portion of the original requested
capacity and/or term of service, the original reservation must already have been
confirmed and have passed its preemption deadline. Prior to the preemption
deadline, a short-term firm reservation may be modified only for the entire original
requested capacity and term of service.
8. If the request is ACCEPTED and then CONFIRMED, the reservation will be for nonfirm service over secondary receipt and delivery points, which is the lowest priority
non-firm transmission service (NS-1).
Note: If multiple new modified requests for different paths are submitted to modify or
redirect the same (or substantially the same) portion of MWs for the same (or
substantially the same) time period and each individually is capable of being accepted
(but not more than one), TVA Transmission will ACCEPT the modified requests on all
paths where ATC is available with a comment stating that only one of these requests
may be confirmed by the Transmission Customer. Once the first of these multiple
requests is CONFIRMED by the Transmission Customer, the remainder of the multiple
requests will be DISPLACED by TVA Transmission.
Note: The submission and confirmation time limits and deadlines for a modified firm
request on a non-firm basis are the same as those for a new non-firm request.

